The swap example running on a spineless machine is shown in Figure  2 .
The state of the machine at the start of the evaluation of the expression is shown in Figure  2 (a shown.
The spineless machines are more interesting. Starting in Figure  3 (a), swap is first going to reduce its second argument, (add 5). It pushes onto the stack both a continuation for its work and the argument to be reduced, f. The state is now Figure  3( b) , and the @-node is to be entered. At this point a similar transition occurs as from Figure 2 (b) to (c). An update marker pointing to the @-node is pushed, and the function application is unfolded onto the stack. This is the state in Figure  3 (c). As in the original Figure  2 , add is entered, tries to find two arguments, and finds the update marker after just one argument.
The update is performed, setting the r qualifier to signal that the node is reduced and that the marker is squeezed out.
The situation is now as in Figure 3( 
An Aggressive Take or a Nonaggressive Take
The consequences of having or not having an aggressive take for the GMachine, the TIM, the SGM, and the STG-M are as follows:
-The G-machine has a nonaggressive take. Rule 8 of 
